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Abstract 

Nowadays in biometric recognition, face recognition is the pioneering process, today all the important high alert areas are 
monitored by cameras, but still now there are few drawbacks in facial recognition due to several reasons. Pose variation is 
one of the major drawbacks, in this work methods are explained and practised to solve the pose variation problem. The 
recognition of person’s face using new recognition algorithms is the major research area going all around the world. In this 
proposed work an efficient feature extraction/reduction technique called Location averaging technique is combined with four 
object recognition techniques for facial recognition. Location averaging technique combines separately with Gaussian kernel, 
Eigen vector, Max-Min comparison and Haar function techniques, and produces effective results. Results are analysed using 
runtime, mismatching and accuracy for 170 images of two standard face databases. Accuracy percentage of about 99% is 
obtained through these novel recognition methods. 

Keywords: Location averaging technique, Gaussian kernel, Eigen vector, Max-Min comparison, Haar function, Feature 
reduction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In security systems identifying a person or an object, 

with good accuracy is the basic criteria; during security 

activities biometrics plays a vital role in identifying human 

beings. Every day new techniques are arriving massively 

for human recognition, even though a perfect accuracy is 

questionable, due to several errors. Face recognition [5, 

6,15,16] provides a perfect accuracy for human 

identification, compared to all other modem of recognition 

; at the same time it also have some difficulties, to 

overcome that here a novel feature reduction technique 

called Location averaging technique is practiced. In this 

proposed work pose variation problem is handled with 

Location averaging technique [10], and this technique is 

combined with four recognition techniques to recognize 

the face images. A novel recognition technique called as 

Max-Min comparison is also practiced. Gaussian kernel 

[1-3], Eigen vector [7, 8], Max-Min comparison and Haar 

function [11, 12] methods are combined with Location 

averaging technique for facial recognition.  

Rest of the paper is organized as, 1. Reduction 

technique: 2. Location averaging technique. Recognition 

methods: 3.Location averaged Gaussian kernel 

4.Location averaged Eigen vector 5.Location averaged 

Max-Min comparison 6.Location averaged Haar function 

7.Results and Discussions 8.Comparisons 9.Conclusions, 

and References the overall process is shown Fig.1. 

                    

Fig. 1.Block diagram of Location averaged recognition system 
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A. Location averaging technique 

In feature extraction and feature reduction fields 

Location averaging technique [10] is the novel idea and it 

is briefly explained in this work. It is the process of 

averaging image’s row elements using column size. Each 

cell value (Intensity value) of an image is multiplied with 

its location (position) value and it is divided by its column 

size (Xkt). It is called as Location averaged value of the 

Cell (X). This process is same for all the Cell values in an 

image. 

Xkt = (Ckt*Lkt)/Cs 

After all the cells are transformed in to Location 

averaged value of the Cells, then a row wise averaging 

process is done, i.e., addition of all the Location averaged 

value of the Cells in a row, and it is divide by the column 

size (Yk). It is called as Location averaged value of the 

Row (Y), First row values are reduced in to a Location 

averaged value of the First Row (Y1), similarly for all 

rows. So finally an image matrix is reduced in to a column 

vector. 

Yk = (X11+X12+X13+...+X1N)/Cs       ;      Here k=1; 

[Y1 

... 

      Location averaged value for ‘N’ Rows    =  
... 

... 

YN]      

C – Cell value (Intensity value)  
L – Cell Location value  
Cs – Column Size 
k – Row; t – Column 
N – Last element  
X – Location averaged value of the Cell  
Y – Location averaged value of the Row 
Y1 –Location averaged value of the First Row  
YN – Location averaged value of the ‘Nth’ Row 

The Location averaging reduces the whole size of an 

image in to its column size (column vector). It is one of 

the best feature extraction/ feature reduction method, for 

object recognition. The basic working model of Location 

averaging is shown in Fig. 2. (a) represents a model 

image’s matrix and (b) represents the Location averaged 

value for the model image’s matrix.  

Example: 

The total number of elements in an image is 36,000 

(image size 180x200) and it is reduced to its column size 

of 200 elements, a single vector, due to Location 

averaging technique.    

1 2 3 4 5 

21 20 29 15 16 

13 12 15 17 18 

12 14 17 19 11 

14 15 16 17 19 

23 24 26 27 22 

   

Fig. 2 (a)  Model image’s matrix                            Fig. 2  (b) Location averaged value (vector) for the model image’s matrix 

Fig. 2.Location averaging technique 

Notes:  

Location averaged value is calculated using the 

cell’s location and intensity value, here both these values 

are bounded together and divided by the column size. So 

there is a unique set of values for all images, it provides 

easy differentiation between the images and leads to 

greater accuracy. It follows the basic averaging principle; 

the main aim is size reduction. All the columns in an 

image are reduced in to a single column i.e., an image 

can be reduced into a column vector. It is a way of 

representing/reducing an image, and its outputs are data.   
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B. Location averaged Database images and Test image:  

This Location averaging technique is applied to the 

set of database images and the test image (Fig. 1.) to get 

Location averaged database images (Ld) and Location 

averaged test image (Lt). 

C. Location averaged Gaussian kernel 

The Gaussian process [1-3] is combined with the 

location averaging process (Fig. 3) for face recognition 

[4]. The location averaged values of the test image and 

database images are given as the input to the Gaussian 

process.  

In Gaussian method ‘difference of value’ is found 

between the Location averaged test image and Location 

averaged database images, and its square value is 

divided by twice the square value of the total number of 

images. Finally the exponential function is derived for 

above values. It is represented in below equation.  

G = exp (-(x-a) 2 / 2b2) 
x – Location averaged database images (Ld) 

a – Location averaged test image (Lt) 

b – Total Number of images in the database 

Fig. 3.Location averaged Gaussian kernel method 

After deriving the exponential value results, it is to 

find the maximum value column; it denotes the highest 

matching column value of test image with database 

image. The position of the maximum value column 

indicates the matched image in the database. Output of 

Location averaged Gaussian kernel is shown is shown in 

Fig. 4.  

    
                        (a)                                                   (b)                                                                            (a)                                                       (b)           

                                                                                                                                             

Fig. 4.Location averaged Gaussian kernel method output for face images; (a) Test image; (b) Database image (Matched image) 

D. Location averaged Eigen vector 

Eigen method [7, 8] is widely practised useful method for recognition [9]. In this paper the results from the Location 

averaging technique is used by the Eigen method (Fig. 5). The Location averaging values for database images (Ld) are 

multiplied by its transpose to get the square matrix (S). Eigen values and Eigen vectors are calculated for this square 

matrix. The Eigen vectors are used to obtain the Eigen faces, and then the projected matrix is produced by multiplying 

transpose of Eigen faces with Ld. 

Fig.5.Location averaged Eigen vector method 
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                      S = (Ld)
T
(Ld) 

Ld – Location averaged database images; Lt –

Location averaged test image 

Projected Matrix = Eigen faces T x Ld 

Location averaging value for a test image (Lt) is also 
calculated and the projected test image is formed by 
multiplying transpose of Eigen faces with Lt. 

Projected Test Image = Eigen faces T x Lt. 

      
(a)                                                   (b)                                                           (a)                                                       (b) 

Fig. 6.Location averaged Eigen vector method output for face images; (a) Test image; (b) Database image (Matched image) 

The normalization process is done between the 

projected matrix and the projected test image, the 

minimum difference represents the matched image. The 

minimum difference shows the maximum resemblance of 

matching an image in the database with the test image, 

and the recognized image is obtained. Output of Location 

averaged Eigen vector is shown in Fig. 6. 

E. Location averaged Max-Min comparison 

In this system the Location averaging technique is 
combined with the new Max-Min comparison process. 
The Max-Min comparison operation is done between the 
Location averaged test image (Lt) and the Location 
averaged database images (Ld).  

It is to find the maximum intensity and minimum 
intensity values between the Location averaged database 
images and Location averaged test image, for these 
values a comparison process is done to find the 
recognized image, shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8. In this process, 

all the 2D images in database are converted in to 
Location averaged 1D vectors, with these 1D vectors a 
2D matrix is (Fig. 10) formed, in this matrix (Location 
averaged database’s Matrix) 1st column shows the first 
image, 2nd column shows the second image and so on. A 
2D test image is also converted in to Location averaged 
test image 1D vector (Fig: 9).  

This Location averaged test image is compared with 
all Location averaged database images, i.e., Comparison 
between the Location averaged test image’s 1D vector 
and Location averaged database’s Matrix, it is a Row by 
Row comparison. While comparing the rows between the 
Location averaged test image’s 1D vector and the 
Location averaged database’s Matrix, the maximum 
intensity values, are detected. The detected maximum 
intensity values are collected in a matrix called Location 
averaged Maximum Matrix (LMaxM) (Fig. 11). 

Fig 7.Location averaged Max-Min Comparison method 

Fig 8.Location averaged Max-Min Comparison block diagram 
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                Fig 9.Location averaged test Image 1D Vector                                                        Fig 10.Location averaged Database Images 1D Vector 

                                                                                                          (Location averaged Database’s Matrix) 

                                                                             

                                                                   (Model - Not actual images matrix) 

         Fig 11.Location averaged Maximum Matrix (LMaxM)                         Fig 12.Location averaged Minimum Matrix (LMinM) 

In Location averaged Maximum matrix the first 

column represents the maximum intensity value collected 

between the test image and the first image of the 

database images, and so on up the last column. Next 

step is to detect the minimum intensity values, from the 

Location averaged database images and the Location 

averaged test image. The procedure is same as like as 

maximum intensity value detection. The above processes 

are proceeded with an important change, (i.e.) instead of 

extracting maximum intensity values, here it is to extract 

the minimum intensity values. The resultant matrix from 

this step is called as Location averaged Minimum matrix 

(LMinM) (Fig. 12). 

             

Fig 13.Calculation of Minimum Euclidean Distance value, between the Maximum and Minimum Matrices 

Finally with the Euclidean distance phenomenon, 

(Fig. 13) the shortest Euclidean distance is found 

between the Location averaged Maximum Matrix 

(LMaxM) and Location averaged Minimum Matrix 

(LMinM). This shortest distance represents the minimum 

variation among the images and it shows the correct 

database image that is matched with the given test image 

(Fig. 14). Euclidean distance for Max Min Comparison = 

[(LMaxM-LMinM)2]. 
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(a)                                                    (b)                                                   (a)                                                       (b) 

Fig 14.Location averaged Max-Min comparison method output for face images; (a) Test Image (b) Matched Image (Database Image) 

F. Location averaged Haar function 

Decomposition of a discrete signal in to two signals 

takes place in haar transform [11, 12], the decomposed 

two signals are called as sub signals, and its length is half 

of its original signal. One sub signal is called as running 

average and another is running difference.  

The location averaged database images results are 

combined with haar wavelet (Fig.15) [13, 14] for 

recognition. The overall database image’s location 

averaged values are considered as a discrete signal and 

it is decomposed in to two sub signals called averaging 

and difference.  

Fig. 15.Location averaged Harr function method 

The Location averaging values for database images 

(Ld) are multiplied by its transpose to get the square 

matrix (x). If an image size is 120x120 (for example), after 

the haar transform decomposition two sub matrix (sub 

signals) are formed, the average matrix size is 120x60 

and the difference matrix size is 120x60.  

x = (Ld)T(Ld) 
x - Square matrix (Location averaged database images)  

Average matrix = ɸ (x) = ɸ  (2x) + ɸ  (2x-1) 

Difference matrix = Ψ(x) = Ψ (2x) - Ψ (2x-1)   

Next the average and difference matrix are 

combined together to get the Haar values. The Haar 

projected matrix is produced by multiplying transpose of 

Haar values with Ld.  

Haar Projected Matrix = Harr values T x Ld 

Location averaging value for a test image (Lt) is also 
calculated and then the haar projected test image is 
formed by multiplying transpose of Haar values with Lt.   

Haar Projected Test Image = Haar values T x Lt. 

The normalization process is done between the haar 

projected matrix and the haar projected test image, the 

minimum difference represents the matched image. 

Output of Location averaged Haar function is shown in 

Fig. 16. 

  
(a)                                                   (b)                                                        (a)                                                       (b) 

Fig. 16.Location averaged Haar function method output for face image; (a) Test image; (b) Database image (Matched image) 
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G. Results and Discussions 

The above recognition methods are concentrated on 

each and every intensity value of an image, so small 

variations in between the group of images can be easily 

identified, and are very much useful to identify the pose 

varied face images. The above four recognition methods 

called, Location averaged Gaussian kernel, Location 

averaged Eigen vector, Location averaged Max-Min 

comparison and Location averaged Harr function are 

tested on 120 subjects of Libor Spacek's Facial Images 

Database (Image size: 180x200) and 50 subjects of 

Georgia tech face database (Image size: 640x480) and 

its results are tabulated as Table 1 and Table 2.  

Table 1, shows that the Location averaged Gaussian 

kernel method and Location averaged Max-Min 

comparison method yields minimum mismatching of 0.8% 

and 1% in minimum runtime and its accuracies are about 

99%. Location averaged Eigen vector and Location 

averaged Haar function produced accuracy of about 

93.3% and 85.0%. It is observed that Location averaged 

Harr function method yields higher mismatching of 15%. 

The run time variations for all the three methods are 

between 1.35 to 1.60 s. 

Table 2, shows that the Location averaged Gaussian 

kernel method and Location averaged Max-Min 

comparison method yields minimum mismatching of 2% 

and its accuracies are about 98%. Higher mismatching of 

8% is from Location averaged Harr function method. The 

run time variations for all the three methods are between 

2.0 to 2.67 s. The Runtime of the recognition 

performance results in Table 2 is higher than the Table 1 

because the image (image size) used in Table 2 is bigger 

than in Table 1. So there is a small hike in the runtime.  

Table 1.Face recognition results for Libor Spacek's facial 

images database 

S.N 

Proposed 

Recognition 

Techniques 

(Tested on 120 
subjects) 

Runtime 
(Sec) 

Mismatching 

(%) 

Recognition  

Performance 
(%) 

1 
Location averaged 

Harr function 

method 

1.50-1.59 

s 
15.0% 85.0% 

2 
Location averaged 

Eigen vector 
method 

1.53-1.59 

s 
6.7% 93.3% 

3 

Location averaged 

Max-Min 
comparison 

method 

1.35-1.39 
s 

1.0% 99.0% 

4 
Location averaged 
Gaussian kernel 

method 

1.49-1.60 

s 
0.8% 99.0% 

Table 2.Face recognition results for Georgia tech face 

database 

S.N 

Proposed 

Recognition 

Techniques 
(Tested on 50 

subjects) 

Runtime 

(Sec) 

Mismatching 
(%) 

Recognition 

Performance 

(%) 

1 
Location 

averaged Harr 

function method 

2.58-2.63 
s 

8% 92.0% 

2 

Location 

averaged 

Eigen vector 
method 

2.0-2.67 s 6% 94.0% 

3 

Location 

averaged Max-

Min comparison 
method 

2.50-2.57 

s 
2% 98.0% 

4 

Location 

averaged 
Gaussian kernel 

method 

2.53-2.60 
s 

2% 98.0% 

The Recognition performance results from Table 1 

and Table 2 are shown as, Recognition performance 

comparison plots in Fig. 17.and Fig. 18. The Runtime 

results from Table 1 and Table 2 are shown as Runtime 

comparison plots in Fig. 19.and Fig. 20. The Mis-

Matching results from Table 1 and Table 2 are shown as 

Mis-Matching Comparison plots in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22

.     
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Fig. 17.Recognition performance comparison plot for Table 1        Fig. 18.Recognition performance comparison plot for Table 2 

  

Fig. 19.Runtime comparison plot for Table 1                                          Fig. 20.Runtime comparison plot for Table 2 

Fig. 21.Mis-Matching comparison plot for Table 1                                    Fig. 22.Mis-Matching comparison plot for Table 2 

II. COMPARISONS 

In our previous work, the Location averaging 

technique [10] was explained and compared with few 

other methods, in this work it was combined with new 

Max-Min comparison, Gaussian kernel, Eigen vector, 

Haar function techniques. The comparison results are 

shown in Table 3. The location averaging technique alone 

yields runtime variation of about 1.32-1.42 s for 100 

subjects with mismatching of 1%, the Location averaged 

Gaussian kernel, Location averaged Max-Min 

comparison, yields runtime variation of about 1.49-1.60 s 

and 1.35-1.39 s for 120 subjects with mismatching of 

0.8% and 1.0%. It shows that, in this proposed work the 

subject’s quantity was increased and the Performance of 

the system is still 99%, i.e., its Recognition performance 

was high even though the numbers of subjects are 

increased. Therefore the Gaussian kernel, Max-Min 

comparison combined with Location averaging technique 
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yields a perfect system for biometric object recognition.  

The proposed methods Location averaged Max-Min 

comparison, Location averaged Gaussian kernel are 

compared with the few existing techniques called PCA, 

Direct LDA, LDA, and ICA are tabulated as Table 4.  

Table 3.Comparison table between our previous work and proposed work 

S.N Reference Feature Subject Runtime 

(Sec) 

Mismatching 

(%) 

Recognition     
Performance 

(%) 

1 Parivazhagan.A 
(10) Location 

averaging 
100 

1.32-1.42 

s 
1% 99% 

2 Proposed Method Location 

averaged 

Max-Min 

comparison 

120 1.35-1.39 
s 

1% 99% 

3 Proposed Method Location 

averaged 

Gaussian 

kernel 

120 1.49-1.60 
s 

0.8% 99% 

Table 4.Comparison table of various recognition techniques 

S.N   Reference Feature Image 
Size 

Recognition 

Performance (%) 

1 
Martinez and Kak (17) 

PCA 85x60 70.0% 

2 Yu and Yang (18) Direct LDA 112x92 90.8% 

3 Martinez and Kak (17) LDA 85x60 88.0% 

4 Bartlett Marian et al (19) ICA 60x50 89.0% 

5 
Parivazhagan.A (10) Location averaging 180X200 99.0% 

6 

Proposed Method 

Location averaged 

Max-Min 

comparison 

180x200 99.0% 

7 
Proposed Method 

Location averaged 

Gaussian kernel 
180x200 99.0% 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

In this proposed work four novel recognition 

methods are presented to identify a person. From the 

results it is concluded that the Location averaging 

technique can act as a good feature extraction/reduction 

process. It can act as an effective pair with Gaussian 

kernel, Eigen vector, Max-Min comparison and Haar 

function for facial recognition system. All the four 

recognition methods produce results in shortest runtime 

with good recognition performance, for pose varied face 

images.  Location averaged Gaussian kernel and 

Location averaged Max-Min comparison methods tops 

the recognition performance list with recognition value of 

about 99%.  
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